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Vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field set a fundamental limit to the sensitivity of a variety
of measurements, including magnetic resonance spectroscopy. We report the use of squeezed microwave
fields, which are engineered quantum states of light for which fluctuations in one field quadrature are
reduced below the vacuum level, to enhance the detection sensitivity of an ensemble of electronic spins at
millikelvin temperatures. By shining a squeezed vacuum state on the input port of a microwave resonator
containing the spins, we obtain a 1.2-dB noise reduction at the spectrometer output compared to the case of
a vacuum input. This result constitutes a proof of principle of the application of quantum metrology to
magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The detection and characterization of electron spins in
a sample by magnetic resonance spectroscopy [1] has
numerous applications in materials science, chemistry,
and quantum information processing. Pulsed magnetic
resonance detection proceeds by detecting weak microwave
signals emitted by spins resonant with a cavity in which the
sample is embedded. The noise present in these signals
determines the spectrometer sensitivity and is ultimately
limited by the fluctuations in the microwave field at the
cavity output. The thermal contribution to these fluctuations can be removed by lowering the temperature T of the
sample and cavity such that kB T ≪ ℏωs , where ωs is the
spin resonance frequency and kB is Boltzmann’s constant
[2]. However, even at these cryogenic temperatures, quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field remain and
pose a fundamental limitation to the achievable sensitivity.
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Field fluctuations are governed by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, which states that δX2 δY 2 ≥ 1=16. In this
expression, X̂ and Ŷ are the two quadrature operators
of the field in dimensionless units, normalized such that
hX̂2 i þ hŶ 2 i ¼ N þ 1=2, N being the average photon number in the field mode of interest. When the field is in a
coherent state, which is the case for the echo signals emitted
by the spins, δX2 ¼ δY 2 ¼ 1=4, as in the vacuum state. It is
possible, however, to engineer so-called squeezed states in
which the variance in one quadrature (called the squeezed
quadrature) is reduced below 1=4, at the expense of an
increase in variance in the other quadrature, as required by
Heisenberg’s inequality (see Fig. 1). Most experiments
demonstrating the production [3,4] and use of squeezed
states have been performed in the optical domain. Squeezed
optical states have been used to enhance the sensitivity of
interferometric measurements [5–7] with applications in
gravitational wave detection [8,9], atomic absorption spectroscopy [10], imaging [11], atom-based magnetometry [12],
and of particle tracking in biological systems [13].
At microwave frequencies, the need to operate at
cryogenic temperatures and the lack of applications limited
the interest in squeezed states to pioneering proof-ofprinciple demonstrations [14] until the recent advent of
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FIG. 1. Principle of squeezing-enhanced pulsed magnetic resonance. A squeezed vacuum state is incident on an ESR cavity of
frequency ω0. The cavity contains the spins to be detected, which
are tuned into resonance at ω0 by a dc magnetic field B0 . A Hahn
echo microwave pulse sequence (π=2 − τ − π − τ) is applied to the
spins, leading to the emission of an echo in the detection waveguide on the X quadrature. This echo is noiselessly amplified along
X before its homodyne demodulation with a local oscillator (LO)
phase such that IðtÞ is proportional to XðtÞ. The traces in the
bottom right-hand gray box, which are not real data, depict
schematically the expected difference between SQZ off (blue)
and SQZ on (red) output quadrature signals when the squeezed
quadrature is aligned along the echo emission quadrature X; the
signal-to-noise ratio is improved on the I quadrature, which
contains the entire echo signal.

quantum information processing with superconducting
circuits [15], which requires the control and measurement
of microwave fields at the quantum level. This triggered the
development of practical Josephson parametric amplifier
(JPA) devices [16–19] and follow-up amplifier chains such
that the output noise is dominated by quantum fluctuations
[20]. Microwave squeezed states [20] can then provide a
sizable noise reduction, thus improving measurement
sensitivity for qubit state readout [21–24] and nanomechanical resonator motion detection [25]. They have also
been investigated for their effect on the dynamics of
quantum systems, such as two-level atoms [26–28] or
mechanical oscillators [29]. Here, we propose and demonstrate a novel application of quantum squeezing at
microwave frequencies to magnetic resonance spectroscopy for improving the detection sensitivity of a small
ensemble of electronic spins.
Our scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. A single-port lossless
resonator of frequency ω0 containing the sample is coupled
with a rate κ C to the measurement line that supports
incoming (b̂in ) and outgoing (b̂out ) field modes. A dc
magnetic field B0 is applied to tune the spin frequency
into resonance with the cavity. A Hahn echo sequence [30]
consisting of a π=2 pulse at time t ¼ 0 followed by a π
pulse at t ¼ τ leads to rephasing of the spins at t ¼ 2τ and,
whenever ωs ≈ ω0, to the emission of an echo on one field
quadrature (that we take here to be X) in the output
measurement line. This echo is then amplified noiselessly

with a quantum-limited amplifier tuned to the X quadrature
[2] and detected by coherently mixing it with a local
oscillator. Throughout this article we consider that the local
oscillator phase is adjusted such that the echo signal at the
measurement chain output (i.e., after propagation and
further amplification) is entirely on one of the two quadratures that we call IðtÞ, the other being denoted QðtÞ. The
noise accompanying the echo arises from the (amplified)
fluctuations in b̂in , the input field reflected by the cavity
into the output mode; it reaches the quantum limit if b̂in is in
the vacuum state. If b̂in is instead prepared in a squeezed
vacuum state with its squeezed quadrature coinciding with
the X quadrature on which the echo is emitted, the noise in
IðtÞ may be below the quantum limit (see Fig. 1), whereas
the noise on the other quadrature (which bears no spin
signal) is correspondingly increased.
Such a noise reduction at constant echo amplitude
implies that the sensitivity of spin-echo detection, defined
as the minimum number of spins that can be detected with
unit signal-to-noise ratio in a given measurement time, can
be improved beyond the limit imposed by vacuum fluctuations of the microwave field simply by sending a squeezed
state onto the cavity input. For a given sample, the same
signal-to-noise ratio can thus be reached in a shorter
measurement time using squeezed states. This may have
practical applications in magnetic resonance, in particular
for samples with very low spin concentrations, or even
containing only one spin [31]. It also raises an interesting
fundamental question about the ultimate limits on the
signal-to-noise ratio achievable in spin-echo detection,
given that the electromagnetic noise contribution can be
fully suppressed by combining quantum squeezing and
noiseless amplification.
The purpose of this article is twofold. First, in Sec. II, we
present a theoretical analysis of the experiment proposed
above. The results confirm that, in the limit where the
coupling of the spin ensemble to the resonator is weak,
squeezed state injection does lead to reduced noise in the
echo signal. Second, we present an experimental implementation of this proposal. In Sec. III, we characterize
squeezed vacuum radiation generated by a Josephson
parametric amplifier at millikelvin temperatures and we
analyze the physical effects that limit the noise reduction
to 1.2 dB. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate that applying the
squeezed microwave source to the ESR spectrometer
increases its sensitivity by the same amount. In Sec. V,
we conclude with a discussion of the practical and
fundamental interest and limitations of our scheme.
II. SPIN-ECHO EMISSION IN SQUEEZED
VACUUM STATE: THEORY
Our physical system, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), consists of a
cavity mode coupled resonantly to N spins spins and to input
and output microwave fields. As we are interested in both
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the mean amplitude and the quantum fluctuations in the
output signal, we describe the whole system quantum
mechanically. Inhomogeneous broadening and spatial variations of the spins within the ESR cavity lead to different
transition frequencies ωj and coupling strengths gj of the
individual spins to the cavity mode. We assume here that
the spins are close to resonance with the cavity, and that
their mean frequency ωs is equal to the cavity frequency ω0.
In a frame rotating at ω0 , the total Hamiltonian of the spins
and the resonator mode is
Ĥ ¼ ℏ

X
j

†
gj ðσ̂ ðjÞ
− â

þ

ðjÞ
σ̂ þ âÞ


Δj ðjÞ
þ σ̂ z ;
2

ð1Þ

and a linear coupling of the spin and field oscillator
amplitudes rather than the nonlinear, excitation-dependent
one. Since the decay of the transverse spin components is
very limited during the time scale of our protocol, describing it with a constant effective rate constant and assuming a
linear oscillatorlike coupling to the field is a good approximation. We solve the coupled dynamics of the field mode
and the spin ensemble, and we hence need the Heisenberg
equation of motion for the spin-lowering operator, which
incorporates the coherent state initial condition as a deltafunction excitation pulse at t ¼ 0:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
iΔj τ
σ̂_ j ¼ −ðγ þ iΔj Þσ̂ ðjÞ
δðtÞ þ 2γ F̂j ðtÞ:
− − igj â þ αe
ð3Þ

where Δj ¼ ωj − ω0 denotes the detuning of the jth spin
from the cavity resonance frequency, â and â† denote field
ðjÞ ðjÞ
annihilation and creation operators, and σ̂ z , σ̂ −ðþÞ are Pauli
operators describing the spin degrees of freedom.
The quantum-optical input-output formalism [32] yields
the following Heisenberg equation for the cavity field
operator:
X
κ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
â_ ¼ −i gj σ̂ ðjÞ
− − â þ κ L b̂loss ðtÞ þ κ C b̂in ðtÞ;
2
j
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The relaxation rate γ represents spin decoherence and is
accompanied by quantum Langevin noise sources F̂j ðtÞ with
nonvanishing commutators ½F̂i ðtÞ; F̂†j ðt0 Þ ¼ δðt − t0 Þδij .
An analysis of the beam-splitter-like coupling of the
incident, resonator, and outgoing fields [32] yields the
input-output relation:
b̂out ðtÞ ¼

ð2Þ

where κ ¼ κ C þ κ L is the total cavity damping rate with
contributions κ C due to the outcoupling and κ L due to
internal cavity losses. The last two terms in Eq. (2) describe
inputs from bath modes: b̂loss ðtÞ associated with the internal
cavity losses and b̂in ðtÞ associated with the quantized
radiation field incident on the cavity.
Rather than solving the complete excitation dynamics of
the spins, we assume that ideal π=2 and π control pulses
have been applied to the spins at times t ¼ −τ and t ¼ 0,
respectively, preparing a state where the spin-excited states
have acquired phases expðiΔj τÞ with respect to the spin
ground states in a frame rotating at ωs . As the spins precess
at different frequencies Δj , they come back in phase at
the later time t ¼ τ, and we analyze their coupling to the
quantized field during the rephasing of the spins that leads
to the emission of an echo of duration T E , set by the
spin spectral linewidth and the duration of the π=2 and π
control pulses.
To this end, we apply the so-called Holstein-Primakoff
approximation [33], which assumes oscillatorlike commuðkÞ
tator relations ½σ̂ ðjÞ
− ; σ̂ þ  ¼ δjk for the spin-lowering operators σ̂ ðjÞ
− , and we treat each spin as an oscillator prepared in
a coherent state of complex amplitude α expðiΔj τÞ at t ¼ 0.
The precession about the spin z axis due to the inhomogeneous distribution of spin excitation energies is equivalent to the rotation of the complex oscillator amplitude,
while the oscillator approximation assigns a constant
damping rate to the collective transverse spin components

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
κC âðtÞ − b̂in ðtÞ:

ð4Þ

Applying Fourier transforms and solving the resulting
algebraic set of equations for the coupled spin and field
operators leads to the compact and general form of the
output field operator,
iqðωÞ
b~ out ðωÞ ¼ − pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ tðωÞf~ spin ðωÞ þ lðωÞb~ loss ðωÞ
2π
þ rðωÞb~ in ðωÞ;

ð5Þ

where
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 κ C AðωÞ
;
κ½1 þ CðωÞ − 2iω
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 κ C κRe½CðωÞ
tðωÞ ¼
;
κ½1 þ CðωÞ − 2iω
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 κL κRe½CðωÞ
;
lðωÞ ¼
κ½1 þ CðωÞ − 2iω

qðωÞ ¼

ð6Þ
ð7Þ
ð8Þ

and
rðωÞ ¼

κ C − κ L − ðκC þ κL ÞCðωÞ þ 2iω
;
κ½1 þ CðωÞ − 2iω

ð9Þ

are frequency-dependent complex coefficients describing,
respectively, the mean field emitted by the spins and
Langevin noise operator terms associated with the spins,
the resonator internal loss, and reflection of the microwave
field on the cavity.
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In Eqs. (5)–(8), the distribution of spin detunings and
coupling strengths are incorporated in the frequencydependent ensemble cooperativity,
CðωÞ ¼

X
j

2g2j
;
κðγ þ iΔj − iωÞ

ð10Þ

and the amplitude factor,
AðωÞ ¼

X
j

gj αeiΔj τ
:
γ þ iΔj − iω

ð11Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
The noise operators f~ spin ðωÞ ¼ F~ spin ðωÞ= κRe½CðωÞ,
b~ loss ðωÞ, and b~ in ðωÞ obey standard commutator relations,
e.g., ½f~ spin ðωÞ; f~ †spin ðω0 Þ ¼ δðω − ω0 Þ, and the condition
jrðωÞj2 þ jtðωÞj2 þ jlðωÞj2 ¼ 1 ensures the same commutator relation applies to the output field operators b~ out ðωÞ.
We refer to the Supplemental Material for details of the
derivation of the general expressions and for analytical
results in the special case of a Lorentzian detuning
distribution uncorrelated with the coupling strengths [34].
We now turn to the definition of the modes on which
the echo is emitted in order to define and estimate the
measurement sensitivity. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that the bandwidth T −1
E of the spin-echo signal is
narrower than the bandwidth of the squeezed radiation
and of the resonator. The output signal mode is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ R τþT E =2
defined as b̂mode ¼ ð1= T E Þ τ−T
b̂out ðt0 Þdt0 , its X̂ quadE =2
rature operator being X̂ ¼ ½1=ð2iÞðb̂mode − b̂†mode Þ. The
normalization is chosen such that b̂†mode b̂mode is the photon
number (operator) in the mode. We similarly introduce
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ R τþT E =2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ R τþT E =2
b̂in ¼ ð1= T E Þ τ−T
b̂in ðt0 Þdt0 , f̂ spin ¼ ð1= T E Þ τ−T
E =2
E =2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ R τþT E =2
0
0
ðt
Þdt
,
as
f̂ spin ðt0 Þdt0 , and b̂loss ¼ ð1= T E Þ τ−T
b̂
loss
E =2
well as their respective X̂in , X̂bath , X̂loss quadrature operators. The mean integrated amplitude of the spin-echo
signal is given by the mean value of the X̂ operator:
−iqð0Þ
hX̂i ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
TE

ð12Þ

From Eq. (5), one obtains that its fluctuations are
δX2 ¼ jrð0Þj2 δX2in þ jlð0Þj2 δX 2bath þ jtð0Þj2 δX2spin :

ð13Þ

In a model where the spins are described as harmonic
oscillators coupled via the Fj to an effective zero temperature bath, δX2spin ¼ 14 ½h½f~ spin ; f~ †spin i þ 2hf~ †spin f~ spin i is
equal to 1=4. A more realistic description of the spins,
going beyond the Holstein-Primakoff approximation and
taking into account a nonzero effective temperature,
would yield a larger value but still of order unity. Since

jtð0Þj2 ¼ ½ðκ C Þ=κð1 − jrð0Þj2 Þ ≃ 4½ðκC Þ=κCð0Þ, the contribution of the spin fluctuation to the total output noise
scales as the ensemble cooperativity Cð0Þ.
In the limit where the ensemble cooperativity and the
cavity losses are small [Cð0Þ ≪ 1 and jlð0Þj2 ≪ 1], which
is the case in our experiment, as we explain in the following
sections, the dominant contribution to the output fluctuations therefore is the reflected input noise and Eq. (13)
reduces to δX ≈ δXin . This input field originates from a
squeezing source [SQZ in Fig. 1(b)] that we assume to be
ideal, generating a squeezed vacuum along the X quadrature with a variance δX2sq at its output. Because of
transmission losses between SQZ and the ESR cavity,
modeled by an effective loss coefficient ηloss , the squeezing
properties are deteriorated and the variance in the input
quadrature becomes
δX2in ¼ ð1 − ηloss ÞδX2sq þ ηloss =4;

ð14Þ

characterized by the ratio of the squeezed quadrature
variance to the vacuum fluctuations ηS ¼ δX2in =ð1=4Þ called
the squeezing factor. The signal-to-noise ratio of the spinecho detection is given by hX̂i=δX, hX̂i being independent
of the input field fluctuations as seen from Eq. (12). Our
analysis therefore shows that in the limit where the spin
ensemble is weakly coupled to the cavity and the cavity
losses are negligible, applying a squeezed vacuum to the
ESR resonator should improve the spin-detection sensitivpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ity by approximately a factor ηS.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: SQUEEZED
STATE CHARACTERIZATION
We now turn to the experimental implementation of this
proposal, starting with the description and the characterization of the squeezed microwave source. Squeezing and
noiseless amplification are achieved by the same type of
device: a flux-pumped JPA operated in the degenerate
mode, denoted SQZ for the squeezer and AMP for the
amplifier. The JPA consists of a single-port resonator
of frequency close to ω0 containing a SQUID array [see
Fig. 2(a)]. The magnetic flux threading each SQUID loop
is modulated by a pump tone at frequency 2ω0 with a
phase ϕ leading to a resonator frequency modulation ∝
cos½2ðω0 t þ ϕÞ [18]. Parametric amplification with amplitude gain G occurs for input signals V cos ω0 t if ϕ ¼ −π=4,
and deamplification with gain 1=G if ϕ ¼ þπ=4. The SQZ
is a JPA acting on the vacuum at its input, generating a
squeezed vacuum state with a variance reaching 1=ð4G2 Þ
on its squeezed quadrature and an average photon number
N ¼ ðG2 þ G−2 − 2Þ=4 (see Supplemental Material [34]).
As we explain in Sec. II, squeezing is very sensitive to
microwave losses. It is thus important to characterize the
squeezed state with a setup that contains all elements used
for the magnetic resonance experiment (described in
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. (a) The JPAs providing the squeezed
vacuum and the noiseless amplification are superconducting LC
resonators containing a SQUID array, tuned to a frequency close to
the ESR cavity frequency ω0 by the application of a dc flux bias to
the SQUID loops. Modulating this flux at twice the resonator
frequency by application of a pump tone yields parametric gain at
ω ≃ ω0 for the signals reflected off the JPA. (b) The ESR cavity,
whose optical micrograph is shown, is an aluminum lumpedelement LC resonator of frequency ω0 patterned on top of a silicon
sample containing the spins. A magnetic field B0 is applied parallel
to the sample surface and to the resonator inductor (in blue) to tune
the spin frequency. Only spins in the immediate vicinity of the
inductor are detected. (c) The resonator is enclosed in a copper box
holder and is capacitively coupled to the measurement line with a
constant κ C via an antenna fed through the 3D copper sample
holder, thermally anchored at 20 mK. A second port, much less
coupled (constant κA ≪ κ C ), is used for characterization (see text).
Squeezed microwaves at ω0 are generated by a first JPA denoted
SQZ, routed onto the resonator via a circulator, and the reflected
signal is noiselessly amplified by a second JPA denoted AMP. Both
are operated in the degenerate mode and pumped at 2ω0 with
respective phases ϕS and ϕA . Further amplification is provided at
4 K by a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier and at
300 K. Homodyne demodulation at the signal frequency yields the
quadratures IðtÞ and QðtÞ. (d) Measured reflection coefficient jS211 j
(red line; blue line is a fit) yielding ω0 =2π ¼ 7.3035 GHz,
κC ¼ 1.6 × 106 s−1 , and κA þ κ L ¼ 6 × 104 s−1 , κL being the
resonator internal loss rate. We determine κ A ¼ 3 × 103 s−1 by
measuring the full resonator scattering matrix (not shown).

Sec. IV), including the ESR cavity. This ESR cavity
consists of a high-quality-factor superconducting LC resonator patterned on top of a silicon sample. It is enclosed in
a copper box holder and connected to the measurement line
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by capacitive coupling to an antenna [see Fig. 2(c)], whose
length sets the coupling constant κ C . The squeezed vacuum
generated by SQZ is sent into the ESR cavity input via a
circulator which routes the reflected field into AMP. Further
amplification stages include a semiconductor high-electronmobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier at 4 K as well as
room-temperature amplifiers. Transmission and reflection
coefficients can be measured with a network analyzer. For
phase-sensitive measurements, a microwave signal at the
cavity frequency ω0 is sent into the JPA. After amplification,
the output signal is demodulated by mixing with a local
oscillator also at ω0 , yielding time traces of the quadratures
IðtÞ and QðtÞ that are digitized with a 300-kHz bandwidth.
More details on the setup can be found in the Supplemental
Material [34] and in Ref. [2].
To characterize the squeezed microwave state, we keep
the spins detuned from the ESR resonator by working at
B0 ¼ 0 mT. We show in Fig. 3(a) the effect of pump phase
(ϕS and ϕA ) on the power gain (G2S and G2A ) for SQZ and
AMP, respectively. The gains vary sinusoidally as expected,
with G2S ¼ 6 dB and G2A ¼ 18 dB for the chosen pump
amplitude settings. In the remainder of this work, the local
oscillator phase is set such that the quadrature maximally
amplified by AMP is IðtÞ. Note that the detection bandwidth is much smaller than the 3-MHz bandwidth of both
JPAs. The variance δI 2 is shown in Fig. 3(b) as a function of
the relative phase between the SQZ and AMP pump signals
ϕΔ ¼ ϕS − ϕA , with no signal at the input. As demonstrated in Ref. [20], δI 2 depends on ϕΔ , allowing us to
experimentally determine the optimal squeezing condition
ϕΔ ¼ π=2. Statistical distributions of IðtÞ are shown in the
form of histograms in Fig. 3(c) for this optimal condition.
We find that the variance in the total output noise (δI 2on ) is
reduced 1.2 dB below that observed with the SQZ pump off
(δI 2off ), δI 2on ¼ 0.75δI 2off [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)].
In order to determine whether this reduced noise is
indeed below the vacuum fluctuations level, it is necessary
to determine how close δI 2off is to the vacuum fluctuations
value δI 20 . It is indeed well known that the temperature of
the cavity field may differ from the sample temperature of
10 mK, due to leakage of thermal radiation from highertemperature stages. Calibration measurements (reported in
the Supplemental Material [34]) are performed using a
transmon qubit and enable us to put an upper bound of
n̄ ¼ 0.1 thermal photon present in the mode. Since in a
thermal state the variance of a quadrature X̂ is given by
hδX2 i ¼ ð1 þ 2n̄Þ=4, we can state that in our experiment
δI 20 < δI 2off < 1.2δI 20 . We thus come to the conclusion that
the measured noise with SQZ on is lower than the vacuum
fluctuations by at least 10% and at best by 25%, proving
that the produced squeezed state is truly in the quantum
regime.
The measured noise reduction is limited by several
factors, one of them being the sensitivity of squeezed
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FIG. 3. Characterization of the prepared squeezed vacuum state.
(a) Gain of SQZ (open red diamonds) and AMP (open blue circles) as
a function of their pump phase (ϕS;A , respectively) for the chosen
pump amplitude settings, leading to a power gain G2S ¼ 6 dB and
G2A ¼ 20 dB for ϕS;A ¼ −π=4. Optimal values for the SQZ and
AMP pump phases are indicated with arrows. Dashed curves are
sinusoidal fits. (b) Thevariance δI 2 in the noise is plotted as a function
of the difference between the SQZ and AMP pump phases
ϕΔ ¼ ϕS − ϕA , ϕA being set at its optimal value. Data with AMP
and SQZ both on (red diamonds) are compared to those obtained with
AMP on and SQZ off (blue dashed line), and with AMP and SQZ
both off (green dashed line). Shaded areas represent the 5σ
measurement uncertainty. Squeezing is obtained for the optimal
setting ϕΔ ¼ π=2. (c) Noise histograms obtained using the optimal
phases obtained above, for AMP and SQZ both off (green open
squares), in which case the noise is determined by the HEMT
amplifier, AMP on and SQZ off (blue crosses), in which case the
noise is the sum of the HEMTand the amplified vacuum fluctuations,
and AMP and SQZ both on (red open symbols), in which case the
fluctuations are reduced below the vacuum level. Gaussian fits for
each are also shown (curves). (d) Using the optimal phase settings,
the squeezing factor (see main text) ηS is measured as a function
of the SQZ power gain (red dots; rectangles represent the 5σ
measurement uncertainty) by varying the SQZ pump power. A
linear fit (dashed line) for the low-gain part of the curve indicates
the microwave losses between SQZ and AMP to be ηloss ¼ 0.54.
The black arrow indicates the SQZ gain selected in the experiment.

states to losses, as we discuss in Sec. II. For our experiment,
the relevant microwave losses are those between SQZ and
AMP, which include the insertion loss of circulators and
cables and internal losses of the SQZ and AMP devices as
well as of the ESR resonator. Care is taken to minimize
these losses; in particular, the coupling rate of the resonator
to the output waveguide, κ C ¼ 1.2 × 106 s−1 , is purposely

set to be much larger than the internal loss rate of the
resonator, κ L ¼ 6 × 104 s−1 , so that the losses in reflection
are below 1 dB, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
To quantify these losses, we measure the squeezing
factor ηS ≡ ðδI 2on − δI 2bg Þ=ðδI 2off − δI 2bg Þ as a function of G2S
[see Fig. 3(d)], δI 2bg being the variance in the background
noise obtained when both SQZ and AMP are switched off.
With this definition, ηS measures only the quantum noise
reduction due to squeezing; according to Eq. (14), one
expects ηS ¼ ηloss þ ð1 − ηloss Þ=G2S . At low gain (≲5 dB),
ηS is indeed measured to depend linearly on G−2
S . A linear
fit yields ηloss ¼ 0.54.
At higher gain, a departure from linearity is observed,
with an increase of the variance. To investigate this
phenomenon, we measure the SQZ response to a coherent
input signal having an amplitude corresponding to the rootmean-square vacuum fluctuations, with the SQZ operated
in degenerate mode. Varying this signal phase ϕ from 0 to
2π, the output quadratures [Xout ðϕÞ, Y out ðϕÞ] mimic the
shape of the produced squeezed vacuum, as seen in
Fig. 4(a). At small or moderate gains (G2S < 6 dB), an
ellipse is observed with its small-axis projection scaling as
G−2
S . For gains larger than 10 dB, however, the ellipse
becomes strongly distorted, which explains the increase of
the squeezed quadrature variance at high gain observed in
Fig. 3(d). We attribute this ellipse distortion phenomenon to
cubic or quartic nonlinearities in the parametric amplifier
Hamiltonian, arising from higher-order terms in the expansion of the Josephson junction potential energy [36,37]. We
therefore choose to set the SQZ pump power such that
G2S ¼ 6 dB, which yields the largest amount of squeezing,
as seen in Fig. 3(d).
The nonlinearity of the JPA devices also affects the
operation of the noiseless amplifier AMP, by causing
power-dependent phase shifts and saturation of the output
power, as seen in Fig. 4(b). Power-dependent phase shifts
are particularly detrimental for our experiment: squeezed
states have a higher power than the vacuum, which implies
that the echo signal may be phase shifted when the
squeezing is turned on, leading to a reduced output
amplitude. We illustrate this effect by sending a small
coherent pulse onto the ESR resonator via an additional
port [see Fig. 2(c)] whose coupling rate to the ESR
resonator κA ≪ κL, κ C is negligible. The phase of the
coherent pulse and the SQZ pump are set so that the pulse
is detected on the I quadrature and is aligned with the
squeezed vacuum. Figure 4(c) shows the recorded time
traces IðtÞ with squeezing switched on and off for different
input powers. While for powers below −136 dBm the
amplitudes observed with squeezing on and off are identical as desired, at larger input powers there is a difference
by a few percent. To avoid this effect in the experiment
described in the next section, we limit the power of the
spin-echo signal well below this threshold.
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magnetic field B0 (with SQZ off). The expected resonance
is found around B0 ¼ 2.8 mT [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)],
with the 0.1-mT linewidth primarily due to strain exerted
by the aluminum wire on the underlying silicon substrate
[40]. The spin linewidth is considerably broader (×30) than
the resonator bandwidth. As a consequence, only a narrow
subset of spins is excited at each magnetic field B0 and
contributes to the echo signal. For our 5-μs π=2 excitation
pulse, we estimate the excitation bandwith to 100 kHz,
justifying our choice of a 300-kHz digitization bandwitdh.

-120

0

0

500

Si:Bi

5

π/2

0

-5

Time (µs)

0

FIG. 4. Limitations induced by JPA saturation. (a) Output
quadratures X out and Y out measured for weak coherent signals
sent to the SQZ with input phases ϕS spanning the whole interval
between 0 and 2π for 4 different gains G−2
S indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 3(d) and set using different pump powers (black
curve corresponds to SQZ pump off). Note that these data are
obtained in a separate calibration run in which the ESR cavity is
removed [35]. (b) Measured output power and phase of a signal at
ω0 as a function of its input power Pin after amplification by the
AMP device, in the same conditions as in (a) but with the JPA
operated in the nondegenerate mode by detuning the pump by
300 kHz from 2ω0 . The output power depends linearly on Pin as
long as Pin < −131 dBm (blue lines is a linear fit), while the
phase shift is zero (blue line) only for Pin < −137 dBm. (c) Time
trace of the I quadrature of a weak microwave pulse at ω0 sent via
the κA port of the ESR cavity, measured with SQZ off (open
circles) and SQZ on (black traces) for different input powers
indicated by the arrows in (b). The traces have been averaged
4000 times. Above −136 dBm, deviations appear between the
SQZ on and SQZ off curves due to AMP saturation.

IV. ESR SPECTROSCOPY IN THE PRESENCE
OF SQUEEZING
The spins we use in the experiment are provided by
bismuth (209Bi) donors implanted in the silicon sample,
which has been isotopically enriched in nuclear-spin-free
28
Si. At low magnetic fields, the strong hyperfine interaction between the S ¼ 1=2 electron and the I ¼ 9=2
nuclear spins yields multiple allowed ESR-like transitions
around 7.37 GHz [see Fig. 5(a)]; we work here on the
lowest frequency transition. More details on the characterization of this sample can be found in Refs. [38,39].
Figure 5(b) shows this spin resonance line, obtained
by measuring the spin-echo intensity as a function of the
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FIG. 5. Squeezing-enhanced spin-echo detection. (a) Energy of
the 20 levels of bismuth donors in silicon as a function of B0 (gray
lines). The transition between the levels indicated in green is used
in the experiment. (b) Hahn-echo-detected magnetic field sweep,
showing the bismuth donor resonance line. Blue arrow indicates
the field chosen in the rest of the experiment, blue Lorentzian
curve indicates the fraction of spins that are within the cavity
resonance. (c) Echo signals observed with SQZ off (blue) and
on (red) for a single shot (lines) and averaged over 2500 traces
(symbols) confirm the signal intensity is identical. SQZ was
switched on only during a short Δt ¼ 200-μs window around the
echo emission time (dashed rectangle in the pulse sequence). The
excitation pulse angle is chosen to be ≈π=3 in order to avoid
saturation effects (see main text). (d) Histograms of the noise
around the average signals of (c) measured with 2500 single-shot
traces acquired on a 70-μs time window centered on the echo,
with SQZ off (blue) and on (red) (see Supplemental Material
[34]), and corresponding Gaussian fits (curves). Standard deviations are 0.0858  2 × 10−4 V for SQZ off and 0.0748  2 ×
10−4 V for SQZ on, confirming a reduction in the noise
accompanying the spin-echo signal when SQZ is on.
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Rabi oscillations (obtained by sweeping the power of the
10-μs rectangular refocusing pulse in the Hahn echo
sequence) are used to calibrate the pulses for subsequent
experiments [41]. To avoid saturation of AMP as explained
in the previous section, we purposely set the field far
away from the maximum of the spin resonance line at B0 ¼
2.6 mT [see Fig. 5(b)] and we use an echo sequence of the
form θ − τ − π − τ − echo in which the usual π=2 Rabi
angle of the Hahn echo is replaced by a lower Rabi angle θ
(the θ ≃ π=3 rotation is realized via a 3-μs rectangular
pulse) with τ ¼ 200 μs.
An echo is then recorded in the two following conditions: SQZ off and SQZ pump switched on for a time
window of 200 μs centered around the echo emission time
(pulsing the squeezed state generation is found to be crucial
for the success of the experiment, for reasons we explain in
the next section). The phases of the excitation and refocusing pulses are set in such a way that the echo signal is
produced entirely on the I quadrature aligned with the
squeezed vacuum. Time traces of the digitized IðtÞ quadrature are shown in Fig. 5(c), with the echo barely visible in
single-shot traces. After averaging, the spin-echo amplitude
appears to be identical for SQZ on and off, confirming that
the saturation effects mentioned in Sec. III are avoided. The
20-μs echo duration arises from the excitation bandwidth.
Histograms of the noise during the echo emission
[Fig. 5(d)] show that the data obtained with SQZ on exhibit
less noise than with SQZ off—indeed, the similarity
between these distributions and those obtained with no
spin-echo signal [Fig. 3(c)] confirm that quantum fluctuations are the primary noise source in the spin-echo
measurements. In both cases the variance is reduced by
a factor of 0.75 when SQZ is on, in agreement with the
theoretical analysis presented in Sec. II. As the noise
reduction is obtained while maintaining constant spin-echo
signal amplitude, this demonstrates that the sensitivity of
magnetic resonance detection is enhanced using quantum
squeezing.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. Applicability of the scheme
We now discuss to what extent our proof-of-principle
demonstration of squeezing-enhanced magnetic resonance
detection can be improved to be of practical use. The
measured noise reduction of 1.2 dB provided by the
squeezed state injection is limited by the finite value of
the input field squeezing factor ηS, as seen in Fig. 3(d). As
explained in Sec. III, this is due in our experiment to two
distinct phenomena. The first one is the nonlinearity of both
the SQZ and the AMP parametric amplifiers, which puts a
lower bound on ηS and limits the maximum spin signal
that can be amplified and detected. All these issues can
be solved by using other JPAs with up to 30-dB higher
saturation power than our design [42,43]. Keeping

everything else unchanged in our experiment, we estimate
that using these optimized amplifiers would have resulted
in a noise reduction of ≈3 dB. The second factor limiting
the squeezing-induced noise reduction is the presence
of microwave losses on the path over which the squeezed
state propagates; those are due to cables, circulators,
and resonator internal losses. As explained in Sec. III,
they add up to ≈3 dB in our setup, but simple improvements (minimizing cable length, using a lower number of
circulators, and a resonator of lower internal losses) could
bring this figure down to 1 dB. These straightforward
improvements realistically lead to a noise reduction on the
squeezed state quadrature by a factor of 5 below the
vacuum level. The resulting reduction of the measurement
time by a factor of 5 with unchanged signal-to-noise ratio is
clearly relevant for practical applications. To reduce the
losses below 1 dB, more radical setup changes would
probably be needed, such as integrating the squeezer, the
circulator, the ESR resonator, and the amplifier on a single
chip. While such a complex quantum integrated circuit
has never been achieved so far, promising steps in that
direction have already been taken, with, in particular,
several recent demonstrations of on-chip superconducting
circulators [44–47].
When considering the practical relevance of our scheme
and results for magnetic resonance spectroscopy, one point
deserves attention. Because microwave losses must be
minimized to preserve the degree of squeezing of the field,
the resonator should be largely overcoupled to the measurement line (i.e., κ C ≫ κ L ). However, the measurement
sensitivity of a spin-echo detection scales like κ −1=2 [2],
κ ¼ κC þ κL being the total resonator loss rate. Increasing
κC thus reduces the measurement sensitivity in the absence
of squeezing. In our experiment, for instance, we estimate
that N min ¼ 1.3 × 104 spins can be detected with a signalto-noise ratio of 1 per echo without squeezing (see
Supplemental Material [34]), a factor of 7 larger than what
was achieved with a critically coupled resonator [2]. One
can thus wonder whether it is really more desirable for
ESR measurements to use an overcoupled resonator with
squeezed microwaves sent onto its input, instead of a
critically coupled resonator without any squeezing.
Focusing exclusively on spin sensitivity, however, neglects
the fact that most electron spin species in general have a
linewidth that is much broader than the ≈10–50-kHz
linewidth of a critically coupled superconducting resonator
[2]. In this case, the lower intrinsic spin sensitivity of an
overcoupled resonator is compensated by the larger number
of spins measured, resulting in unchanged signal-to-noise
ratio for spin-echo measurements. In other words, it is
desirable to match the resonator linewidth to the spin
linewidth; with superconducting resonators this amounts to
overcoupling the resonator to the measurement line, exactly
as required for the squeezing enhancement. Note that
lowering the resonator quality factor comes with other
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After discussing the applicability of our scheme, we now
wish to address a more fundamental question. Supposing
that an ideal squeezed state of arbitrary squeezing factor
could be sent onto the cavity so that the purely electromagnetic contribution to the total noise would be completely suppressed, it is then worthwhile to investigate
which other physical mechanisms would ultimately limit
the sensitivity. Those can be deduced from Eq. (13), which
shows that in the limit where δX in → 0, a finite variance is
maintained, δX2 ¼ jlð0Þj2 δX2bath þ jtð0Þj2 δX 2spin . In an ideal
experiment, the cavity internal losses may be suppressed so
that the first term is negligible; however, the second term
describes noise emitted by the spins (as observed experimentally in Ref. [48]), and is thus unavoidable. Negligible
in our experiment, this contribution becomes relevant in the
limit where the squeezing factor ηS becomes comparable
to the ensemble cooperativity 4Cð0Þ, as seen in Sec. II.
Additional measurements (reported in the Supplemental
Material [34]) yield Cð0Þ ¼ 0.002, which implies that spin
noise would be a limitation for 20-dB squeezing, corresponding to a maximum gain in sensitivity by a factor ≃10.
Another fundamental effect disregarded so far concerns
the effect of squeezed radiation on the spin dynamics,
which may in certain cases lead to a reduction of the echo
signal. Indeed, in steady state, squeezed radiation incident
on a two-level system modifies its relaxation and coherence
times as well as its average polarization, as predicted in
Ref. [26] and observed in recent experiments with superconducting qubits [28,49]. Note that squeezing does not
affect the damping rates of a harmonic oscillator, which
explains its absence in the analysis of Sec. II, where the
spins are modeled as a collection of oscillators [50].
To investigate experimentally these effects, we measure
spin coherence and relaxation times with SQZ turned off or
on during the entire experimental sequence. T 2 is found
to be unaffected by squeezing [see Fig. 6(a)], because
decoherence occurs by nonradiative processes such as
dipolar interactions [51]. Energy relaxation, on the other
hand, has been shown to be caused by spontaneous
emission of microwave photons through the cavity (the
2
Purcell effect) with a rate T −1
1 ¼ 4g =κ [41], g being the
coupling of a single spin to the radiation field as defined
in Sec. II. Being of radiative origin, the effective T 1
should be modified by the squeezed microwave injection.
Accordingly, it is found to decrease from 0.9 to 0.45 s when
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advantages, such as the possibility of applying largebandwidth control pulses. To sum up, squeezing-enhanced
ESR spectroscopy is well suited to measure spins whose
linewidth is comparable or larger than the one of an
overcoupled superconducting resonator (≈1 MHz, i.e.,
0.03 mT), which is the case in our experiment as well
as for many spin species [1].
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FIG. 6. Influence of squeezing on the spin coherence times.
(a) Coherence time T 2 measured with a Hahn echo sequence for
SQZ off (blue circles) and on (red squares). Contrary to the
experiments in Fig. 5, SQZ is now switched on or off for the
entire experimental sequence. The integrated echo signal is
plotted as a function of the delay τ between the π=2 and π
pulses. Exponential fits (solid lines) yield T 2;off ¼ 2.5  0.2 ms
and T 2;on ¼ 2.6  0.4 ms. (b) Energy relaxation time T 1 with
SQZ on (blue circles) and off (red circles). Exponential fits (solid
lines) yield T 1 ¼ 900  50 ms with SQZ off and T 1 ¼ 450 
40 ms with SQZ off. Both T 1 and T 2 curves [(a) and (b)] have
their amplitude reduced by ≈0.5 with SQZ on, indicating reduced
spin polarization in the steady state when the SQZ is continuously
switched on.

squeezing is continuously switched on [see Fig. 6(b)], with
an overall echo amplitude diminished by the same factor 2,
revealing the expected reduced spin polarization. The
reduction factor on both T 1 and polarization is predicted
by Gardiner to be 1 þ 2N [26], yielding N ≈ 0.5 in
our experiment, compatible with the chosen SQZ gain
G2S ¼ 6 dB as well as with the squeezed state characterization by homodyne detection shown in Fig. 3.
Squeezing-induced spin depolarization is avoided in
the data shown in Fig. 3(c) because SQZ is switched on
only for a short time window Δt ¼ 200 μs around the echo,
much smaller than the depolarization time which is of order
≈T 1 =ð1 þ 2NÞ ¼ 0.45 s in our experiment. This strategy
can be applied only if the depolarization time is longer
than the echo duration T E , i.e., if the squeezing parameter
ηS ≈ 1=N > 8g2 T E =κ. It is interesting to note that
8g2 T E =κ ≈ 4Cð0Þ=N spins , which is the single-spin cooperativity and is therefore much smaller than the ensemble
cooperativity 4Cð0Þ as long as the ensemble contains a
large number of spins N spins ≫ 1. Spin noise is therefore
expected to limit the achievable sensitivity gain much
earlier than spin depolarization, provided the squeezed
state generation is pulsed as in the present experiment.
For our experimental parameters, T 1 =T E ≈ 10−5 , so that
squeezing-induced spin depolarization would not be an
issue unless 50-dB squeezing is reached, instead of the
20-dB limit found for spin noise.
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C. Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a proof-of-principle demonstration of squeezing-enhanced magnetic resonance detection. While the fundamental limitations to this scheme
deserve further study, our results could likely be improved
using present-day technologies to gain up to a factor of
5 in measurement time, reaching the point at which the
method becomes practically relevant for magnetic resonance measurements. Besides improving the degree of
squeezing, future work could investigate the use of other
nonclassical states, such as Schrödinger-cat states in
magnetic resonance, which might bring even larger sensitivity gains [52,53].
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